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Dylan Williams:
Thank you for submitting your coin to PriceThatCoin.com.
We examined your photographs. In our professional opinion, the coin
pictured is:
#1. An authentic 1922-S Peace Dollar.
#2. This appears to be a minor problem coin. Your photographs
(rated 8 / 10, 10 perfect, 1 poor) are sufficient for determining grade
and authenticity. It appears to be in lightly circulated condition with
rim damage. It does not appear to be a heavily collected variety.
#3. Current Market Value (6/13/2019)
This coin has a current market value of $16 - $25. A savvy buyer
will pay $16, but others may pay more. It has a bullion value of
about $11. It is not worthwhile having this coin certified as any
slight increase in value will not outweigh the cost of certification.
More Information:
If you want to sell coins like this, the Academy of Coins© wrote about
how to sell coins valued under $100.

We do not buy or sell coins. Our professional opinion is objective. Our
primary goal is your satisfaction.
Our opinion is founded upon your photographs only; we did not
physically examine the coin. Your photographs are sufficient to
determine authenticity. We cannot guarantee this opinion. If you want a
guaranteed opinion based on physical examination, we recommend that
you submit it to a reputable Third Party Grading service.
We strictly and proudly adhere to the Academy of Coins© Member’s
Code of Ethics.

THANK YOU.
Thank you again, Dylan, for choosing our Academy of Coins© service,
PriceThatCoin.com! We're pleased that you chose to share your coin
with us. We’re gratified that you choose our service for your
professional coin grading opinions.
Sincerely,
The Academy of Coins©
PriceThatCoin.com

